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Trajectory planningAbstract Aimed at capture task for a free-ﬂoating space manipulator, a scheme of pre-impact tra-
jectory planning for minimizing base attitude disturbance caused by impact is proposed in this
paper. Firstly, base attitude disturbance is established as a function of joint angles, collision direc-
tion and relative velocity between robotic hand and the target. Secondly, on the premise of keeping
correct capture pose, a novel optimization factor in null space is designed to minimize base attitude
disturbance and ensure that the joint angles do not exceed their limits simultaneously. After reach-
ing the balance state, a desired conﬁguration is achieved at the contact point. Thereafter, particle
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is employed to solve the pre-impact trajectory planning from
its initial conﬁguration to the desired conﬁguration to achieve the minimized base attitude distur-
bance caused by impact and the correct capture pose simultaneously. Finally, the proposed method
is applied to a 7-dof free-ﬂoating space manipulator and the simulation results verify the effective-
ness.
ª 2015 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
The importance of capturing operations by a space manipula-
tor has been increasing in recent years. A whole capture mis-
sion contains three speciﬁc phases: target chasing controlphase, impact phase between the target and robotic hand
and stabilization control phase of tumbling motion.1 During
the ﬁrst phase, which is also called pre-impact phase, trajectory
tracing or optimization sometimes is needed. And during the
impact phase, due to control and sensing errors, there remain
certain amounts of relative velocities between the robotic hand
and the contact point of the target. Thus a force impulse is
generated, which may damage the manipulator or the target
if its magnitude is too large and disturb the base due to
dynamic coupling. Therefore, the minimization of impact force
impulse and the minimization of base attitude disturbance
caused by the impact become two major problems for a cap-
ture task. In some cases, particularly when either (or both)
manipulator and target are fragile or expensive, it is desired
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tion needs to be paid to the minimization of impact force
impulse. Regarding this issue, many scholars2–6 proposed their
own solutions, and also our previous work.7,8 In other cases,
especially when the manipulator moment of inertia is not neg-
ligible in comparison to the base, obvious base attitude distur-
bance will affect the communication with the ground and
power supply for space manipulator, and compensating the
disturbance using the attitude control system will consume
large fuel which is limited in space. Therefore, proposing a
method for minimizing base attitude disturbance caused by
impact is the aim of the present study.
So far, there have been some studies on the minimization of
base attitude disturbance. The base attitude disturbance can be
compensated by utilizing moment compensation system, for
example, base-mounted reaction wheels, which apply moments
to the base to cancel moments induced by the impact.9–11
Dimitrov and Yoshida12,13 proposed the idea of preloading
bias momentum in the chaser’s manipulator, which is with
equal magnitude and opposite direction to the one in the tar-
get. In this case, the momentum of the entire system at the
end of the pre-impact phase is equal to zero, and after contact,
the target momentum ‘‘entering’’ the chaser could be canceled
out with the one preloaded in manipulator. Therefore, the
momentum of the whole capture system can be stored in reac-
tion wheels. And this idea can also be seen in Refs.14,15. Using
a balance arm to compensate the base attitude is another way.
Based on linear and angular momentum conservation law, the
dynamics coupling between the base and its multi-arm manip-
ulators are analyzed. On this basis, the base attitude distur-
bance can be minimized by controlling the balance arm.16,17
However, these kinds of compensation system may have sev-
eral drawbacks. Firstly, they add signiﬁcant mass to a system.
Secondly, their capacity to compensate base disturbance is lim-
ited. Thirdly, they increase the complexity of the system, which
is not preferred in control scheme. Therefore, methods to plan
manipulator motion to minimize the base attitude disturbance
are more interesting.
Gattupalli et al.18 used holonomic distribution to reach clo-
ser to the target and task-level constraints to ﬁnally get to the
capture point; during the point-to-point maneuvre, no reaction
moment gets transferred to the base. Kaigom et al.19 also
achieved minimized base disturbance based on the reaction
null space and the constrained particle swarm optimization
(PSO). However, the disturbance caused by impact is not
considered in both methods. Nguyen-Huynh and Sharf20 pre-
sented an adaptive algorithm to generate reactionless motion
for a space manipulator when capturing the target. Focused
on the unstable motion of space manipulator due to the impact
effect, Dong and Chen21 designed a robust adaptive compound
control algorithm to suppress the unstable motion. They
focused on the control strategy at the post-impact stage, which
may affect the existing compliance control capability of space
robot regarding both implementation and operation. Nenchev
and Yoshida22 presented impact dynamic analysis of a free-
ﬂoating space robot subject to a force impulse at the hand,
especially focused on the study of the joint reaction and the
base reaction, and the change of the respective partial
momenta of the space robot. They showed that preferable
directions of the impulsive force exist, such that impact
momentum transfer toward the base can be minimized.
Based on the idea, Cong and Sun23 introduced ‘‘straight armcapture’’ concept. In the methods, there will be no attitude dis-
turbance neither during the impact nor after it, when all link
centroid and the base centroid are aligned, and the force
impulse direction is along that line. This is the most favorable
condition, but it is a little hard to be obtained for plane robot,
not to say space robot. Huang et al.24 suggested to ﬁnd an
optimal path for a space robot in joint space to minimize the
base disturbance forces and momenta transmissed from the
end-effector to the base. Cocuzza et al.25 presented an
angular-acceleration-level solution based on constrained
least-squares approach for the inverse kinematics of redundant
space manipulators, which is aimed at locally minimizing the
dynamic disturbances transferred to the base during trajectory
tracking. And for capturing a free-tumbling object, Flores-
Abad et al.26 presented an optimal control strategy for a space
robot under the conditions of having minimal impact on the
base satellite during the capturing operation.
In this paper, a scheme of pre-impact trajectory planning
in space manipulator systems is proposed for a capture task.
It is a combination of null space and PSO algorithm, where
null space is used to search for the best conﬁguration for cap-
ture and PSO algorithm is responsible for achieving the tra-
jectory from initial state to the desired state. By this
scheme, a pre-impact trajectory of space manipulator can
be obtained to achieve the minimized base attitude distur-
bance caused by impact and the correct capture pose at the
same time.2. Base attitude disturbance caused by impact
2.1. Collision assumption
The following assumptions are made in establishing the base
attitude disturbance function.8
(1) The duration of contact is so short that the interaction
forces act instantaneously.
(2) The changes in position and orientation during impact
are negligible and effects of other forces except the
impact force can be disregarded.
(3) From above assumptions (1) and (2), the inertia term of
dynamic equation is dominant and other terms are less
important.
(4) Impulsive forces as well as moments are induced on an
act-react principle at the single-point of contact.
2.2. Base attitude disturbance function
Fig. 1 shows a general model of a free-ﬂoating space manipu-
lator which is composed of n+ 1 parts, and they are con-
nected with revolute joints, where RI is the inertial frame, RE
the end-effector frame, Ri the ith joint frame ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ,
n the joint number, ro the vector from origin of RI to base cen-
ter, rg the vector from origin of RI to total mass center of the
system, rog the vector from base center to total mass center of
the system, and roi the vector from base center to the ith link
center.
The equations governing the motion of a free-ﬂoating space
manipulator as a multibody system are in general expressed in
the following form:27
Fig. 1 A general model of free-ﬂoating space manipulator.
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where Hs is the inertia matrix of the system; xb represents the
base pose and €xb ¼ ½ _vb; _xb describes the base acceleration,
with vb and xb the linear and angular velocities of the base,
_vb and _xb the linear and angular accelerations of the base;
€h ¼ ½€h1; €h2; . . . ; €hn, with hi and €hi ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ the ith joint
angle and its acceleration; cb and cm are the velocity dependent
non-linear terms for the base and the manipulator respectively;
Fb ¼ ½ fb; sb is the external applied generalized force on the
base, with fb and sb the external applied force and torque on
base; Fe ¼ ½ fe; se is the external applied generalized force on
robotic hand, with fe and se the external applied force and
torque on robotic hand; sm ¼ ½s1; s2; . . . ; sn, with
si ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ the ith joint torque; Jb ¼ ½JTbv; JTbx
T
and
Jm ¼ ½JTmv; JTmx
T
are Jacobian matrices of the base and the
manipulator, respectively, with Jbv and Jbx the linear and
angular velocity Jacobian matrices of the base, Jmv and Jmx
the linear and angular velocity Jacobian matrices of the
manipulator.
Rewrite Eq. (1) in a more speciﬁc one:ME MrTog Hv/
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where
ME MrTog
Mrog Hx
 
,Hb is the base inertia matrix, with E
an identity matrix, M the total mass of the system, Hx the
angular velocity inertia matrix of the base and if
rog ¼ ½x; y; z, then rog ¼
0 z y
z 0 x
y x 0
24 35; H/ is the manipu-
lator inertia matrix; ½HTv/ ; HTx/
T,Hb/ is called the coupling
inertia matrix, with Hv/ and Hx/ the linear and angular cou-
pling inertia matrix; cv and cx are the linear and angular
velocity-dependent nonlinear terms of the base.Recall the note we made previously on the signiﬁcance of
base attitude motion as compared to base translational motion
and Eq. (2) is reformulated with respect to base attitude only
by eliminating the base velocity acceleration term _vb:eHx eHx/eHTx/ eH/
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Integrate Eq. (3) over an inﬁnitesimally small time period dt
from an arbitrary time ta, cancel velocity-dependent terms and
internal forces and replace all accelerations with respective
ﬁnite changes of velocity. The change of any velocity will be
denoted as dðÞ, then Eq. (4) can be obtained.eHx eHx/eHTx/ eH/
" #
dxb
d _h
 
¼
eJTbxeJTm
" #
Fe ð4Þ
where F

e ¼
R
tataþdtFedt is the force impulse; dxb and d
_h are
the changes of base angular velocity and joint angle velocity,
respectively.
In order to calculate the base attitude disturbance caused
by impact, we eliminate d _h from Eq. (4):
dxb ¼ ð eHx  eHx/ eH1/ eHTx/Þ1ðeJTbx  eHx/ eH1/ eJTmÞFe ð5Þ
As derived in our previous work,8 force impulse between
the target and robotic hand can be expressed as Eq. (6), which
is related to relative velocity vr, collision direction N and the
restitute coefﬁcient e besides the kinematic and dynamic
parameters.
Fe ¼ ð1þ eÞ vr
NTðDm þDtÞN
ð6Þ
where Dm and Dt are called the Jacobian inertia of manipula-
tor and the target, respectively. Replace Fe in Eq. (5) with
Eq. (6), we can establish the base attitude disturbance function
as
dxb ¼ fðh;N; vrÞ ð7Þ3. Capture conﬁguration optimization for minimizing base
attitude disturbance
Assume that the initial momentum and angular momentum
are zero, the kinematics relationship of space manipulator in
velocity-level is
_xe ¼ Jf _h ð8Þ
where xe represents the robotic hand pose, and _xe ¼ ½ve;xe
describes the robotic hand velocity, with ve and xe the linear
and angular velocity of robotic hand; Jf is the Jacobian matrix
of a free-ﬂoating space manipulator.
Non-minimum-norm solutions to Eq. (8) based on
Jacobian pseudoinverse can be written in the general form:28
_h ¼ Jyf _xe þ ðE JyfJfÞkcu ð9Þ
where Jyf ¼ JTf ðJfJTf Þ
1
is the pseudoinverse of Jacobian matrix
Jf; E JyfJf is called null space; kc is a gain coefﬁcient, which
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observing that null space velocities produce a change in the
conﬁguration of the manipulator without affecting its velocity
at the end-effector and the characteristics can be exploited to
achieve additional goals, in this paper, we mean base attitude
disturbance minimization and joint limits avoidance.
For minimizing the base attitude disturbance caused by
impact, we deﬁne the optimization function as
g ¼ kdxbk ð10Þ
where k  k is 2-norm of an arbitrary column vector.
Therefore, the aim turns to minimize the value of g. We can
see that the base attitude disturbance can be minimized by
optimizing manipulator’s conﬁguration, when N and vr are
determined.
It is worth noting the fact that during optimization, the
joint angles may exceed their limits, and this is additional
but very signiﬁcant problem we should consider. Zghal et al.29
designed the joint limits avoidance function as Eq. (11):
HðhÞ ¼ q
Xn
i¼1
ðhimax  himinÞ2
ðhimax  hiÞðhi  himinÞ ð11Þ
where himax and himin are the top and bottom limitations of the
ith joint angle; q is a regulation coefﬁcient. When the current
joint angle approaches the middle value ðhimax þ himinÞ=2, the
value of HðhÞ tends to be 4nq, which is the minimum value.
On the contrary, when the current joint angle goes to himax
or himin, the value of HðhÞ will be inﬁnity. Its performance cri-
terion is shown in Fig. 2. During optimization, when joint
angles approach their limits, some measures need to be taken
to make the roaring value of HðhÞ drop.
Given these factors, the optimization factor in null space is
designed as
u ¼ q1u1 þ q2u2 ð12Þ
where u1 ¼ rg ¼
@g
@h1
;
@g
@h2
; . . . ;
@g
@hn
 
is used to realize the
minimization of base attitude disturbance and
u2 ¼ rH ¼

@H
@h1
;
@H
@h2
; . . . ;
@H
@hn

is used to avoid the joint
limits; q1 and q2 are the weight coefﬁcients which need to be
regulated automatically to achieve the goal: during normal
optimization, u1 is dominant, and if the joint angles are close
to their limits, u2 plays the leading role. In light of these
requirements, q1 and q2 are designed asFig. 2 Performance criterion of HðhÞ.q1 ¼
k1
HðhÞ ; q2 ¼ k2HðhÞ ð13Þ
where k1 and k2 are constants. And the designed coefﬁcients
have the following characteristics:
(1) If hi 2 ½himin þ hs; himax  hs, where hs means a safe
threshold, then q1 > q2. Thus, u1 is dominant during
normal optimization.
(2) If hi ! himax or himin, q1 ! 0 and q2 ! þ1, then u2
plays the leading role.
(3) Both q1 and q2 can be regulated automatically according
to the current space manipulator conﬁguration.
Before optimization, the fact that the correct capture pose
of robotic hand should be kept during the optimization needs
to be emphasized. Generally speaking, for a capture task, its
capture pose is always determined. Therefore, for successful
capture, making the end-effector keep the correct capture pose
has higher priority over any other task. Set _xe ¼ 0 in Eq. (10)
to keep the correct capture pose when adjusting its conﬁgura-
tion and replace u with Eq. (12):
_h ¼ ðE JyfJfÞkc
k1
HðhÞu1 þ k2HðhÞu2
 
ð14Þ
It is hoped that the value of optimization function, either g
or HðhÞ, as small as possible, therefore kc needs to be negative.
Besides, to make the initial joint angular velocities zero and
run stably, we design the transition function kc as
kc ¼
0 0 6 t 6 T0
sinðs p
2
Þ  1 T0 < t 6 Tf
2 T0 < t
8><>: ð15Þ
where s ¼  pðtT0Þ
TfT0 , with T0 and Tf the start and the end time of
the transition curve as shown in Fig. 3.
The manipulator conﬁguration will be optimized until
reaching a balanced point. Through the method above, we
can obtain the best conﬁguration within joint limits, which
can satisfy the base attitude disturbance minimization and
the capture pose of robotic hand correction.
4. Pre-impact trajectory planning for minimizing base attitude
disturbance
On the basis of successful capture, the best conﬁguration for
minimizing base attitude disturbance caused by impact has
been obtained in Section 3, and the following problem is
how to plan the trajectory from its initial state to the desired
state. For a free-ﬂoating space manipulator, the planning
and control face more additional problems than those on earthFig. 3 Curve of transition function kc.
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ulator and its base. PSO algorithm is a choice to complete the
pre-impact trajectory planning.
4.1. A brief review of PSO
PSO, a stochastic optimization method based on the simula-
tion of the social behavior of bird ﬂocks, was originally devel-
oped by Kennedy and Edberhart.30,31 In this algorithm, the
system is initialized with a population of random solutions,
and each potential solution is also assigned a randomized
velocity; the potential solutions, called particles, are then
‘‘ﬂown’’ through hyperspace. And each particle will change
the velocity toward its best previous value pbest and global best
value gbest locations according to its own ﬂying experience and
its companion’s ﬂying experience. In a d-dimension space, the
velocity and location of particle k are updated by Eqs. (16) and
(17):
vdkðsþ 1Þ ¼ wvdkðsÞ þ c1nðpdk  xdkðsÞÞ þ c2nðpdg  xdkðsÞÞ ð16Þ
xdkðsþ 1Þ ¼ xdkðsÞ þ vdkðsÞ ð17Þ
where s is the iteration step of PSO; xdkðsÞ and vdkðsÞ are the
position and velocity of the kth particle at s step; n is a random
number uniformly distributing in the range [0,1]; c1 and c2 rep-
resent the weighting of the stochastic acceleration terms that
pull each particle toward its best previous value and overall
best value positions; the inertia weight w plays a role of balanc-
ing the global and local search, it can be a positive constant or
a positive linear or nonlinear function of time; pdk is the best
previous position of the kth particle and pdg is the swarm’s best
position.
The steps for implementing PSO algorithm are simply
shown in Fig. 4.Fig. 4 Flowchart of PSO.4.2. Particles of PSO
As joint variables can be used directly to adjust the manipula-
tor conﬁguration, they are parameterized to be the particles,
and in actual applications, the requirements of Eqs. (18) and
(19) have to be met.
hðt0Þ ¼ H0; hðtfÞ ¼ Hd; _hðt0Þ ¼ 0
€hðt0Þ ¼ 0; _hðtfÞ ¼ 0; €hðtfÞ ¼ 0
ð18Þ
himin 6 hiðtÞ 6 himax ð19Þ
where t0 and tf are the initial and the ﬁnal time of the pre-
impact trajectory planning task; H0 and Hd are the initial
and the desired ﬁnal angles, respectively.
The polynomial functions are usually used to obtain
smooth joint motion, and considering the joint angle limits,
we parameterize the joint trajectory by a sinusoidal function,
whose argument is a seven-order polynomial.
hiðtÞ ¼ vi1 sinðai7t7 þ ai6t6 þ ai5t5 þ ai4t4 þ ai3t3 þ ai2t2
þ ai1tþ ai0Þ þ vi2 ð20Þ
where ai7; ai6; . . . ; ai0 are the coefﬁcients of the polynomial;
vi1 ¼
himax  himin
2
; vi2 ¼
himax þ himin
2
:
The joint velocity and joint acceleration can be obtained by
the derivative and second-derivative of Eq. (20). Considering
Eq. (18), the results of Eq. (21) are found.
ai0¼ arcsin hi0vi2vi1
 
ai1¼ ai2¼ 0
ai3¼ 3ai7t7f þai6t6f 10 arcsin hidvi2vi1
 
arcsin hi0vi2vi1
 h in o
=t3f
ai4¼ 8ai7t7f þ3ai6t6f 15 arcsin hidvi2vi1
 
arcsin hi0vi2vi1
 h in o
=t4f
ai5¼ 6ai7t7f þ3ai6t6f 6 arcsin hidvi2vi1
 
arcsin hi0vi2vi1
 h in o
=t5f
8>>>>><>>>>>>:
ð21Þ
where hi0 and hid are the initial and the desired angle of the ith
joint. After parameterization, only two parameters ai6 and ai7
are included in each joint function. Thereby, let
a ¼ fa16; a17; a26; a27; . . . ; an6; an7g be the particles.
4.3. Objective function of PSO
The optimized capture conﬁguration for minimizing base atti-
tude disturbance can be achieved by introducing the con-
straints in Eq. (18) and then the correct capture pose can be
set as the objective function of PSO.
The position of robotic hand is determined by velocity inte-
gral method, namely, PeðtÞ ¼
R tf
0
Jmv _h dt. The attitude of
robotic hand is represented by quaternion, which is a popular
nonsingular four-parameter representation.32 A unit quater-
nion Q is deﬁned as a complex number
Q ¼ gþ q1iþ q2jþ q3k ð22Þ
formed from four different units ð1; i; j; kÞ by means of the real
parameters g; q1; q2 and q3, where i; j; k are three orthogonal
unit spatial vectors, and the real parameters are constrained
by g2 þ q21 þ q22 þ q23 ¼ 1. Combining the kinematics knowl-
edge, the variation rate of Q is given by33
Table 1 DH parameters of space manipulator.
Link No. hi ðÞ di ðmÞ ai1 ðmÞ ai1 ðÞ
1 0 0.6 0 0
2 90 0.5 0 90
3 0 0 0 90
4 0 0.5 5 0
5 0 1.0 5 0
6 90 0.5 0 90
7 0 0.6 0 90
Table 2 Dynamic parameters of space manipulator.
Part mi ðkgÞ Pi ðmÞ Ii ðkg m2Þ
Link 1 42.5 ½0;0:25; 0:6 diagð0:89; 0:05; 0:89Þ
Link 2 42.5 ½0:25; 0; 0:5 diagð0:05; 0:89; 0:89Þ
Link 3 70 ½2:5; 0; 0:5 diagð0:09; 145:83; 145:83Þ
Link 4 70 ½2:5; 0; 0:5 diagð0:09; 145:83; 145:83Þ
Link 5 42.5 ½0; 0; 0:25 diagð0:89; 0:89; 0:05Þ
Link 6 42.5 ½0; 0; 0:25 diagð0:89; 0:89; 0:05Þ
Link 7 42.5 ½0; 0; 0:3 diagð1:28; 1:28; 0:05Þ
Base 10000 ½0; 0; 0 diagð2000; 2000; 2000Þ
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2
qT
gE q
 
Jmx _h ð23Þ
where q ¼ ½q1; q2; q3T; for two coordinate systems, their
attitudes are represented by ga; qa and gb; qb, and the relative
attitude is given by Dg and Dq:
Dg ¼ gagb þ qTa qb
Dq ¼ gaqb  gbqa  qa qb

ð24Þ
When the two frames coincide:
Dg ¼ 1; Dq ¼ 0 ð25Þ
It’s worth noting that Dq ¼ 0 implies Dg ¼ 1. Suppose
gef; qef and ged; qed are the actual and desired attitude of
robotic hand, and Pef;Ped are the actual and desired position.
And the pose deviations are
Dqe ¼ gefqed  gedqef  qefqed ð26Þ
DPe ¼ Ped  Pef ¼ Ped 
Z tf
0
Jmv _h dt ð27Þ
where Dqe is the deviation between actual and desired attitude
in terms of quaternion; DPe is the deviation between actual and
desired position. Thus, the objective function of PSO can be
designed as
f ¼Wa ð28Þ
where a ¼ ½kDqek; kDPekT;W ¼ ½w1 ; w2 is the weight matrix,
with w1 and w2 the weight coefﬁcients of kDqek and kDPek,
which can balance the convergence result by setting their
values.
5. Simulation
5.1. Studied space manipulator system
The studied space manipulator is composed of the base and a
7-dof manipulator. Its joint frames according to Denavit
Hartenberg (DH) method are shown in Fig. 5, where
Xi and Zi ði ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; 7Þ represent the vectors of X axis and
Z axis of the ith frame and set a ¼ k ¼ 0:6 m,
b ¼ l ¼ m ¼ n ¼ h ¼ 0:5 m, c ¼ d ¼ 5 m. The relativeFig. 5 7-dof free-ﬂoatinparameters are listed in Tables 1 and 2, where
hi; di; ai1 and ai1 are DH parameters; mi;Pi and Ii represent
the mass of the ith part, mass center vector of the ith part in
the ith frame, and inertia tensor in the frame attached at the
geometric center of the ith part. The inertia tensor is a diagonal
matrix, and the diagonal elements are given.
Initial joint angles and base attitude are set as
H0 ¼ ½50;170; 150;60; 130; 170; 0 ðÞ c0 ¼ ½0; 0; 0 ðÞ.
Final desired position and attitude of the robotic hand are
½7; 0; 3 m and ½1:0;0:5;2:0 rad. Assume the target is a
rigid sphere, whose mass is mt ¼ 30 kg, and radius is
R ¼ 0:3 m. Its inertia tensor is a diagonal matrix, whose ele-
ments are Ixx ¼ Iyy ¼ Izz ¼ 1:08 kg m2. Vector from target
mass center to contact point is rtc ¼ ½0:07;0:26;0:13T, the
contact direction is N ¼ ½0:30;0:30; 0:91T, and the relative
velocity is 0:05 m=s .g space manipulator.
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disturbance
In order to obtain the best conﬁguration for minimizing base
attitude disturbance caused by impact, method in Section 3 is
employed. Adopt any method to obtain a group of joint angles
(within joint limits) that are suitable for capture pose. Take the
suitablemanipulator conﬁgurationH1 ¼ ½92:6;192:1; 142:1;
91:0; 188:3; 187:2;38:2 ðÞ and Euler angle of base
c1 ¼ ½13:03;8:00;8:33 ðÞ as an example.
Set the limits of the joint angles as
Hmax ¼ ½160; 200; 180; 170; 200; 200; 180 ðÞ
Hmin ¼ ½160;220;180;150;180;226;80 ðÞ

First, joint limits are not considered, namely u2 in Eq. (12)
is neglected. The optimized results of objective function g and
the change of joint angles are shown in Fig. 6.
From Fig. 6(a), it can be seen that through optimization,
the value of objective function g changes from 0.1317 to almost
zero, which means that in the end we get the conﬁguration that
makes the base attitude disturbance caused by impact become
zero. And from Fig. 6(b), we can see joint angles change
smoothly from initial to the desired conﬁguration. However,
because the joint limits avoidance factor u2 is not introduced,
joint 5 and joint 6 exceed their limits, which is not expected in
practical application. Therefore, in order to prove the effec-
tiveness of the composite factor we design, we use the same ini-
tial conditions and obtain the following results.Fig. 6 Optimization results without joint limits.Here, we deﬁne optimization capacity f as
f ¼ gin  gfi
gin
 100% ð29Þ
where gin and gfi stand for the initial value and the ﬁnal opti-
mization result of g, respectively.
Fig. 7(a) shows that due to joint limits, g value changes from
0.1317 to 0.0651, whose optimization capacity is 50.57%, lower
than the one neglecting the joint limits, which is almost 100%.
However, beneﬁted from the joint limits avoidance factor’s
effective work, all joint angles are limited to their joint operation
range, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Take joint 5 as an example and
make a comparison with the previous one in Fig. 8, we can see
the effectiveness of joint limits’ avoidance factor.
Fig. 9 shows the changes of joint angle velocity during
optimization; at about 12 s, all joint velocities approach
zero, which means optimization factor u1 and u2 have
reached a balance point. The desired conﬁguration is
½94:74; 171:80; 136:50; 89:82; 195:76; 198:96; 22:02 ðÞ
which meets three requirements: (1) correct capture pose; (2)
minimized base attitude disturbance caused by impact; (3)
within joint limits.
5.3. Pre-impact trajectory planning for minimizing base attitude
disturbance
The desired conﬁguration of space manipulator has been
obtained, and the following job is to achieve the trajectoryFig. 7 Optimization results within joint limits.
Fig. 8 Comparison of joint 5 within/without joint limits.
Fig. 9 Curves of joint angle velocity during optimization (within
joint limits).
Fig. 10 Variation of global best ﬁtness evaluation.
Fig. 11 Curves from initial point to desired point.
1206 L. Zhang et al.from initial state to the desired state using the method in
Section 4. Set relevant parameters as follows: c1 ¼ c2 ¼ 2:0,
w1 ¼ w2 ¼ 50. The population size is 24. After 200 iterations
we can get the optimal particles: ½0:63;0:04; 0:33; 0:31;
0:59;0:16; 0:43;0:17;1:00;0:44;0:55;0:32;0:11;0:36
108:And the value of objective function f is 0.0047, which means
the convergence result is satisfactory. The convergence process
is shown as Fig. 10. Substitute the optimal particles into
Eq. (20) and we can obtain the changes of the joint angle
and joint angle velocity in Fig. 11.
In light of these ﬁgures, it can be seen that the joint angle
velocity curves are smooth and steady, and all joint angles
are within their physical limits, which means this method can
be applied to actual operation. The ﬁnal capture position
and attitude of robotic hand are ½6:99;0:00;
3:00 m and ½1:0;0:5;2:0 rad and the deviations are
acceptable. As for the effect for the minimization of the base
attitude disturbance caused by impact, its optimization capac-
ity has been stated in Section 5.2.
6. Conclusions
The importance of capturing operations by a space manipula-
tor has been increasing in recent years. When a space manipu-
lator is in its free-ﬂoating mode, due to dynamic coupling, the
base attitude will be disturbed by impact, which will affect the
communication with the ground and power supply. Therefore,
a scheme for minimizing base attitude disturbance caused by
impact is proposed in this study, and the simulation results
verify the effectiveness.
(1) The base attitude disturbance is established as a function
of joint angles, collision direction and relative velocity
Pre-impact trajectory planning for minimizing base attitude disturbance in space manipulator systems for a capture task 1207between robotic hand and the target. This function
expresses that how various factors disturb the base atti-
tude and provide a criterion which describes the degree
of base attitude disturbance.
(2) A novel optimization factor in null space is designed,
which can minimize base attitude disturbance and
ensure that the joint angles do not exceed their limits
simultaneously. And the optimization factor can be reg-
ulated automatically according to different cases.
During normal optimization, minimizing base attitude
disturbance is dominant, and if the joint angles are close
to their limits, avoiding joint limits plays the leading
role. Therefore, the designed optimization factor can
minimize the base attitude disturbance as much as pos-
sible within joint limits.
(3) The signiﬁcance of the work is that we propose a pre-
impact trajectory planning method for minimizing base
attitude disturbance in space manipulator systems for
a capture task, which can meets three requirements: (1)
correct capture pose (2) minimized base attitude distur-
bance caused by impact (3) within joint limits. From the
simulation results, it can be seen that this scheme can
greatly reduce the amplitude of base attitude distur-
bance, however, because of some additional constraints,
the impact still introduces some attitude disturbance to
the base in this scheme, and the stabilization control
after impact is considered for the future work.
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